Mimer SoftRadio is a system to control PMR / DMR / MPT / Tetra radio's over the Internet or a Local Area Network.

To achieve this a Mimer Network Interface is used to connect to the radio, from this all Audio is Digitised and sent over a TCP/IP network as data packets.

The operators then use a Windows application called Mimer SoftRadio to control the radio from his/her PC.

Other devices can also be remote controlled from the same application, for example phones, intercom and PA-systems.

Mimer Softradio provides a Virtual Control Head for each radio on the system, which an operator can control.

This takes away the need for leased Lines or Desktop Radio's.

At the Dispatcher or operator centre each user can control up to eight radio's and with the flexibility to add multiple operators, Mimer Softradio can be tailored for customers needs.

With Mimer Softradio both analogue and digital radio's can be controlled from the same operator, all that is required is the appropriate Network interface and the Mimer Softradio Windows Application.

Customized systems are available for special needs, with many communication paths, for example command and control vehicles for the Police or Fire Department, or for large ships.

Mimer SoftRadio is optimized for use on a Touch Screen computer.

Mimer SoftRadio is available in six languages and can be tailored for more, please ask.
There is a system configuration for almost every radio user.

For the small company - access your local radio over the office LAN. From one ore more computers. For the large dispatch central - access both local and remote radios over both LAN, WAN and the Internet.

In order to optimize your system for customer needs, there are lots of add on functions and hardware. For example:

Mimer SoftRadio XL lets you connect up to 30 devices, or more, and to group them into tabs

Mimer CrossPatch
Connects radio's of different types together

Mimer VoiceLog
Records your conversations

Mimer StatusLog
Handles and saves all calls

Mimer PhoneConnect
Lets the operators make phone calls from the same software

Mimer I/O-Control
Lets the operator remote control I/O:s at the radio site

Developed in Sweden by LS Elektronik AB
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mimer@softradio.se
+46 - 70 666 8080
+46 - 8 36 42 25
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Connecting radios all over the world